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ABSTRACT: The sensitivity of solid-state NMR experiments
is limited by the proton magnetization recovery delay and
by the duty cycle of the instrument. Ultrafast magic-angle
spinning (MAS) can improve the duty cycle by employing
experiments with low-power radio frequency (RF) irradiation
which reduce RF heating. On the other hand, schemes to
reduce the magnetization recovery delay have been proposed
for low MAS rates, but the enhancements rely on selective
transfers where the bulk of the 1H magnetization pool does not
contribute to the transfer. We demonstrate here that significant sensitivity enhancements for selective and broadband
experiments are obtained at ultrafast MAS by preservation and recovery of bulk 1H magnetization. We used [13C, 15N]-labeled
glutamine as a model compound, spinning in a 1.3 mm rotor at a MAS frequency of 65 kHz. Using low-power 1H RF (13.4 kHz),
we obtain efficient 1H spin locking and 1H−13C decoupling at ultrafast MAS. As a result, large amounts of 1H magnetization,
from 35% to 42% of the initial polarization, are preserved after cross-polarization and decoupling. Restoring this magnetization to
the longitudinal axis using a flip-back pulse leads to an enhancement of the sensitivity, an increase ranging from 14% to 21% in
the maximal achievable sensitivity regime and from 24% to 50% in the fast pulsing regime, and to a shortening of the optimal
recycling delay to 68% of its original duration. The analysis of the recovery and sensitivity curves reveals that the sensitivity gains
do not rely on a selective transfer where few protons contribute but rather on careful conservation of bulk 1H magnetization. This
makes our method compatible with broadband experiments and uniformly labeled materials, in contrast to the enhancement
schemes proposed for low MAS. We tested seven different cross-polarization schemes and determined that recovery of bulk 1H
magnetization is a general method for sensitivity enhancement. The physical insight gained about the behavior of proton
magnetization sharing under spin lock will be helpful to break further sensitivity boundaries, when even higher external magnetic
fields and faster spinning rates are employed.

■ INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast magic-angle spinning (MAS) offers several attractive
advantages over MAS experiments at slower spinning rates.1−3

Such advantages include the use of low-power pulse elements,
the reduction of radio frequency (RF) heating, and efficient
averaging of the anisotropic part of nuclear interactions such as
chemical shift anisotropies, dipolar couplings, and quadrupolar
couplings. As a consequence, several new applications have been
enabled by the use of ultrafast spinning: study of quantity-limited
samples, study of proteins containing paramagnetic centers,4−7

measurement of dynamic processes,8,9 measurement of X−H
distances,10 improved coherence lifetimes during through-bond
correlation experiments,11−13 and new symmetry-based recou-
pling sequences.14−17

At fast MAS (20−40 kHz) and ultrafast MAS (>40 kHz),
however, the signal-to-noise ratio is compromised due to the
reduction of the rotor dimensions and decrease of the NMR-
active sample volume. Different strategies have been imple-
mented in order to restore a high sensitivity at fast and ultrafast
MAS: paramagnetic doping aiming at acceleration of longitudinal
1H relaxation combinedwith the use of short recycling delays,18−22

proton-detected experiments on protonated materials,23−25 and

deuterated samples;7,26−32 on the other hand, ultrafast MAS
probe heads integrated into a dynamic nuclear polarization
(DNP)33,34 setup are being actively developed.
Another important concept employed to boost NMR

sensitivity stems from the realization that a large portion of
magnetization remains unused after an experiment and gives rise
to two different strategies for sensitivity enhancement. In the first
strategy, the magnetization remaining on low-γ nuclei (e.g., 13C)
is utilized. Onemethod for sensitivity enhancement of solid-state
NMR named RELOAD-CP was proposed, where the bulk 13C
polarization is stored along the +z axis and used to accelerate the
recovery of selectively excited 13C nuclei.35 In another method,
the “afterglow” signal remaining on 15N after a first band-selective
double cross-polarization experiment to Cα is transferred to
the C′ carbons for an immediate second detection.36,37 Similarly,
parallel acquisition setups have been developed38 as well as
experiments with multiple acquisition periodssimultaneous
cross-polarization (CP) to 15N and 13C in DUMAS39,40 and
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MEIOSIS41or time-shared acquisition with simultaneous
acquisition of 15N−13C and 13C−13C correlations in TSTSAR.42

In the second strategy, the magnetization remaining on
protons is recovered and used to accelerate the apparent mag-
netization recovery rate after an experiment, allowing the
shortening of the recycling delay. This strategy is exploited
in solution-state NMR,43 for example in the LTROSY,44

SOFAST,45 and COST46 families of experiments. In 1978,
Tegenfeldt and Haeberlen first proposed to employ this strat-
egy in solid-state NMR for experiments directly detected on
a low-γ nucleus, by applying a flip-back pulse on the 1H channel
after cross-polarization and decoupling.47 A special case
where this strategy is particularly efficient is when only a few
protons contribute to the polarization transfer, for instance
when carbons are selectively excited48 or in the case of natural
abundance 13C materials.49 The flip-back pulse was also
employed in applications to pharmaceuticals50 and deuterated
proteins.51,52

The magnetization recovery strategy suffers however from
two limitations in the low MAS (<20 kHz) and fast MAS
(20−40 kHz) regimes: (i) the pulse sequence elements
employed on the 1H channel need to preserve a sufficient
amount of polarization; (ii) these pulse elements must be
compatible with efficient magnetization transfer and hetero-
nuclear decoupling schemes. Following our previous studies on
spin-locked 1H magnetization,53,54 we demonstrate in the
current study that favorable conditions are obtained at ultrafast
MAS. The conditions employed provide a general method for
sensitivity enhancement which can be combined with a large
variety of CP schemes and which does not require selective
carbon excitation, making the recovery enhancement strategy
suitable for the recording of broadband excitation spectra on
uniformly labeled and natural abundance samples altogether.
This method can be combined with the second-order cross-
polarization (SOCP) scheme53 and its broadband variation, the
amplitude-modulated SOCP scheme (MOD-CP).54 Those two
schemes were shown to offer a sizable enhancementthe
sensitivity is increased by ∼50% in reference to hard-power CP
schemes53,54and only require a low RF power.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Sample Preparation and Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy.
A 1.3mm rotor was packed with 2.91mg of uniformly [13C, 15N]-
labeled L-glutamine (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Cam-
bridge, MA, USA). All spectra were recorded on a standard-bore
18.8 T instrument (800 MHz 1H Larmor frequency) equipped
with a 1.3 mm DVT triple-resonance probe head (Bruker
BioSpin, Rheinstetten, Germany) and running the TopSpin 2.1
acquisition software. The source code for pulse programs and
composite pulse decoupling programs presented in Figure 2 is
provided in the Supporting Information. The full phase cycles,
description of the parameters, and instructions for using the
programs on TopSpin 2.x and 3.x systems are included. A MAS
rate of 65.0 kHz was employed. A sample temperature of
40 °C was obtained by regulating the temperature of the cooling
nitrogen gas at−25 °Cwith a gas flow in the range of 935−1200 L/h
using a BCU-X accessory.

In order to calibrate the RF nutation frequencies (ν1
1H for the

proton channel, ν1
13C for the carbon channel), we recorded

nutation experiments at a series of amplifier attenuation values
(dB). In the nutation curve, the average difference between two
zero-crossing points was used to determine the length of the 180°

pulse at a particular attenuation value. The RF nutation fre-
quencies produced by the amplifiers were linear over the full
range of used attenuation values (R2 = 0.999), and RF nutation
frequencies were calculated by linear regression from the
calibrated values.

Extraction of Signal Intensities. A baseline correction is
first applied on the individual frequency-domain spectra by
fitting areas devoid of signal with a piecewise polynomial
spline function55 (six pieces; polynomial order, 4). The spectral
intensity as a function of frequency, I(ν) (eq 1), results from the
addition of the resonance spectra I(ν)

j contributed from each
individual nucleus.
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We describe I(ν)
j with a mixed Lorentzian/Gaussian function

(Voigt profile), which is the convolution (*) of a Lorentzian
line-shape L(ν) (eq 2) with a Gaussian line-shape, G(ν) (eq 3).
The Lorentzian line shape is associated with the apparent
transverse dephasing rate of a resonance peak while the Gaussian
line shape is associated with the heterogeneous broadening of a
resonance peak due to inhomogeneity of the sample and static
field. Parameters for those functions are the isotropic chemical
shift, ν0 (ppm); a Gaussian line-width parameter, σ; and a
Lorentz line-width parameter, Γ.
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The Voigt profile (eq 4) has four parameters: ν0, σ, Γ, and the
peak volume, a0 (arbitrary unit). Themixed function was computed
from the real part of the Faddeeva function (eq 5), where erfc is the
complex complementary error function.56
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The full width at half-height (fwhh) for the Lorentzian,
Gaussian, and Voigt functions are given by57
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For a free induction decay (FID) recorded in a given number
of scans, nscan, the total signal energy Stot is simply the sum of
individual peak volumes, a0, as both L(ν) andG(ν) have a constant
unit volume:
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N
j
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0
(7)

The peak volumes for the five 13C resonances of L-glutamine
are obtained by least-squares fitting of the spectrum with five
individual mixed functions I(ν)

j . An initial parameter estimate is
obtained from the piecewise fitting of spectral regions to a single
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mixed function; the final fitting optimizes all five mixed functions
simultaneously. For Figures 1a, 3, 4, and 5, the parameters ν0, σ,
and Γ are optimized on a reference spectrum (sum of all spectra)
and then kept fixed while a0 values are further optimized for each
spectrum of a series. For Figure 1b, ν0 is determined from the
reference spectrum, values for σ and a0 are determined globally
for all spectra and successively fixed, and then values for Γ are
optimized for each individual spectrum.
Measurement of Remaining 1H Magnetization Level

and 1HMagnetization Recovery Curves.During an arbitrary
pulse sequence, the initial 1H magnetizationM0

z reduces to a final
level Mf

z (eq 8). The fractions of preserved 1H magnetization,
f 0, were determined, using the pulse sequence in Figure 2d, for
the following pulse elements: (i) a 1H spin lock, (ii) cross-
polarization, and (iii) cross-polarization followed by continuous-
wave (cw) decoupling. After excitation by a 90° pulse on 1H, a
“mock” experiment was carried out with the aforementioned
pulse elements; the remaining 1H magnetization amount was
then read immediately through cross-polarization to 13C (trec = 0).
The CP conditions were kept identical for the “mock” and for the
“read” experiment, such that the reported levels originate solely
from the pool of protons that contribute to cross-polarization.
Any 13C magnetization already present after the mock experi-
ment was filtered out by phase cycling of the aforementioned
pulse elements. The full phase cycles are presented in the
Supporting Information. To ensure equal amounts of initial 1H
magnetization, each repetition of the experiment was preceded
by two 6 ms purge pulses at ν1

1H = 83 kHz with phase x,−x,
followed by a recycling delay of 10 s. For i and ii, the 1H spin-lock
pulse and cross-polarization 1H pulse have the same duration and
power level, as listed in Table 1). For iii, the cw decoupling was
applied for 8 ms with a RF frequency ν1

1H = 13.4 kHz. The cross-
polarization 1H pulse and the cw decoupling pulse are always
applied along the same phase.

=M f Mz z
f 0 0 (8)

Magnetization recovery curves (Figure 4a) were recorded in a
similar fashion (Figure 2d), with cross-polarization followed by
cw decoupling in the mock experiment, with the addition that a
variable recovery delay trec = τ was inserted prior to the read
experiment. A recycling delay of 21.5 s was employed. Three
series of experiments were recorded: (i) no pulse is applied,
leading to rapid decay of transverse 1H magnetization; (ii) a 90°
1H pulse is applied directly after the mock experiment to return
magnetization to +Iẑ (flip-back); or (iii) a 90°

1H pulse placed the
magnetization along the −Iẑ axis (flip-down). Depending on the
series of experiment, the following value forMf

z is employed: (i)
Mf

z = 0, (ii) Mf
z = f 0M0

z, or (iii) Mf
z = −f 0M0

z.
Assuming a monoexponential recovery behavior, the magnet-

ization available for the read experiment is described by eq 9.
Alternatively, a more complex recovery behavior can be better
described by a weighted sum ofN exponentials, each exponential
with individual population, pi; apparent relaxation time, T1,i; and
remaining fraction, f 0,i (eq 10).
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Measurement of Sensitivity in the Steady State. The
sensitivity of amultiscan experiment as a function of trec = τwasmea-
sured through cross-polarization. Experiments were recorded in

three different conditions using the pulse sequence in Figure 2c:
(i) no pulse applied after decoupling, (ii) with flip-back pulse,
or (iii) with flip-down pulse. The sensitivity58 is described in the
frequency domain by the signal-to-noise ratio per unit square root
time (S/N)t [eq 11]. The signal amplitude extracted from experi-
ment is taken as the total signal energy Stot as described in
Extraction of Signal Intensities.

σ
=

S
t

(S/N)t
tot

noise tot (11)

The noise amplitude, σnoise, as estimated from the mean
standard deviation of independent regions of the baseline, was
found to increase with the square root of nscan as in eq 12, where
knoise is a proportionality constant. The number of scans of each
experiment was adjusted to obtain a total experimental time, ttot,
of at least 200 s/replicate. A sufficient number of dummy scans
were employed prior to the first recorded iteration, ndummy ≥
max(0.08nscan,2), such that the measured magnetization did not
deviate by more than 2% from ideal steady state.

σ = k nnoise noise scan (12)

The sensitivity can be modeled as a function of the interscan
delay for the three series of experiments, since the amount of 13C
magnetization detected through cross-polarization is directly
related to the amount of 1Hmagnetization at the beginning of the
experimentM0

z; the calculated signal energy Scalc being related to
M0

z by a proportionally constant:

η=S M z
calc 0 (13)

The amountM0
z decreases with every scan in the initial regime,

but approaches a steady-state value M0,SS
z after a large number

of scans. The value of M0,SS
z can be found for arbitrary values

of f 0 and T1,app

1H through a geometrical series43,59 assuming a
monoexponential behavior for the recovery (eq 14) or for a
multiexponential behavior (eq 15).
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Calculation of Uncertainties, Fitting, and Hypothesis
Testing. For the magnetization recovery curves (Figure 4a) and
the sensitivity curves (Figure 4b), experiments were recorded in
replicates. Each series of experiments was recorded by
interleaving short and long variable delays in order to make
measurements robust against temporally correlated systematic
errors, for example due to steady-state effects, RF heating, or drift
in instrument conditions.
The uncertainty on the signal intensity was estimated

individually for each delay value using the pooled standard
deviation.60 For a number of replicates nj (nj ≥ 3) and a stan-
dard deviation sj among those replicates, the pooled standard
deviation σp is calculated according to eq 16, where the index
j corresponds to each of the three experimental curves (j = 1, no
flip-back; j = 2, with flip-back; and j = 3, with flip-down). This
uncertainty estimate is used in statistical significance tests and to
depict error bars in Figure 4.
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The individual curves i, ii, and iii (recovery curve, Figure 4a; or
sensitivity curve, Figure 4b) are fitted as a group with either of
twomodels: (A) recovery following a monoexponential behavior
(eqs 9 and 14); (B) recovery modeled as the sum of two ex-
ponential components (eqs 10 and 15). The following param-
eters are extracted for each of the exponential components: the
fraction of this component relative to the total proton pool
pi/∑pi, the longitudinal

1H relaxation time, T1,i, and the amount
of remaining 1H magnetization which is recovered by the flip-
back pulse f 0,i. Values for Meq, pi, T1,i, and f 0,i are obtained by
minimization of the residual sum of squares between calculated
and experimental values (SSlack of fit).
The validity of the fit was assessed by computing the F score,

which compares SSlack of fit to the sum of squares due to pure
experimental error (SSpure error) estimated from the deviation
of replicate measurements. An F score larger than the critical F
value indicates that the lack of fit is unlikely to be due to chance
alone. Furthermore, since the monoexponential model A is
nested within the multiexponential model B, we use the F-test
to determine whether model B explains the experimental
significantly better than model A or whether the reduction in
SSlack of fit merely results from the increase in the number of
parameters.
The uncertainty of the fitted parameters (Table 2) was

estimated with a Monte Carlo procedure. The Monte Carlo data
point yk

MC is generated from the experimental data point yk
exp

using eq 17, where σk is the uncertainty of this data point as
described earlier and ε is drawn randomly from a normal
distribution of mean zero and standard deviation of one. The
fitting procedure was repeated for >20,000 iterations, and the
uncertainty of a parameter is taken as the standard deviation of
this parameter in the Monte Carlo fitting results.

σ ε= +y yk k k
MC exp

(17)

■ RESULTS
Efficient 1H Spin Locking and 1H−13C Decoupling

Obtained at Ultrafast MAS Using Low-Power RF. In
order to obtain a maximal amount of 1H magnetization after a
proton-decoupled CP experiment, dephasing has to be avoided
during cross-polarization and heteronuclear decoupling.
It has been previously demonstrated that spin-locked 1H

magnetization is preserved for longer times at ultrafast MAS
under specific ranges of RF nutation frequencies, ν1

1H.53,54

Here, we measured the decay of spin-lock 1H magnetization in
uniformly [13C, 15N]-labeled glutamine at 65 kHz MAS
(Figure 1a) using the pulse sequence presented in Figure 2a.
As ultrafast MAS strongly reduces homonuclear 1H dipolar
couplings, the resonance conditions around ν1

1H ≈ (1/2)νr
(double-quantum homonuclear rotary resonance, 2Q-HOR-
ROR61) and ν1

1H ≈ νr (rotary resonance
62,63) are narrowed con-

siderably. However, higher order recoupling conditions53 occur
at ν1

1H ≈ (1/4)νr, (1/3)νr, and (3/2)νr. Efficient spin lock is
obtained at low power when ν1

1H is in the range of 0.07−0.21
times the MAS frequency, νr. At high power, efficient spin lock is
obtained with ν1

1H ≈ 1.3νr and with the ν1
1H/νr ratio in the ranges

of 1.6−1.8 and 2.3−2.65. Very few differences in decay behavior
are observed between different 13C sites. Wemeasured a rotating-
frame 1H longitudinal relaxation time, T1ρ = 13.9± 0.4 ms, from a

spin-lock decay curve (Supporting Information Figure S1b)
recorded at a nutation frequency of 13.4 kHz at the ν1

1H ≈ 0.21νr
condition.
It has also been demonstrated previously that continuous low-

power irradiation produces efficient heteronuclear decoupling at
ultrafast MAS.4,64 We acquired the CP spectrum of glutamine at
65 kHz varying the RF frequency ν1

1H during cw decoupling
(Figure 2b). In addition to the intrinsic relaxation time, T2, of
transverse 13C coherences, residual terms of the heteronuclear
dipolar coupling due to imperfect decoupling contribute to the
total homogeneous line-width Δ′. This line width is usually
measured in the context of a spin−echo,65 with an associated
transverse dephasing time T2′ = (πΔ′)−1. We quantified the
decoupling efficiency (Figure 1b) by determining the Lorentzian
broadening of the carbon line shapes f L and estimating an
associated transverse dephasing time T2′ ≈ (πf L)

−1. In this
case, 13C line shapes exhibit different behaviors depending on
their number of attached protons. For carbonyls 13C (C′ and Cδ),
efficient decoupling is obtained for ν1

1H/νr ratios in the range of
0.06−0.50. A strong recoupling condition occurs at ν1

1H = (1/3)νr
for methylene carbons (Cβ and Cγ), requiring at least three
dipolar-coupled protons,66 which is practically undetected in
nonprotonated carbons and attenuated for Cα. For protonated
carbons, the best decoupling condition occurs around ν1

1H ≈
0.46νr; however, nearly as efficient decoupling can be obtained in
the low-power regime with ν1

1H ranging from 0.14νr to 0.3νr. Both
regions of efficient 1H−13C decoupling correspond to purely

Figure 1. Low-power cw irradiation allows efficient 1H spin lock and
1H−13C decoupling at 65 kHz MAS in the range of RF frequency from
ν1

1H ≈ 0.14νr to 0.21νr, as highlighted by yellow rectangles. The average
signal intensities or dephasing times are represented as thick lines. (a)
1H spin lock efficiency. The total signal intensity was detected on 13C
resonances after 2.5 ms of 1H spin lock in glutamine as a function of the
spin-lock frequency ν1,SL

1H . Intensities were normalized against a reference
experiment with the spin-lock block omitted. (b) Decoupling efficiency.
The Lorentzian broadening of the glutamine 13C resonance line shapes
is expressed as a transverse dephasing time T2′ (ms) for a series of
decoupling RF frequency ν1,dec

1H .
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homonuclear 1H−1H recoupling conditions, the 2Q-HORROR
condition61 at ν1

1H ≈ (1/2)νr and a four-spin condition
53 at ν1

1H ≈
(1/4)νr, suggesting that cw decoupling performance is strongly
enhanced by self-decoupling,67,68 where I−I recoupling con-
ditions promote fast flip-flop fluctuations between I spins which
enhances the averaging of I−S dipolar couplings.69,70
It is thus possible to find a range of 1H RF frequencies which

fulfills both requirements of efficient decoupling and magnet-
ization preservation. This range is situated between ν1

1H ≈ 0.14νr

and 0.21νr (yellow rectangles, Figure 1). We thus selected a
proton irradiation frequency of 13.4 kHz (ν1

1H ≈ 0.21νr) to be
used in low-power CP schemes.

1H Magnetization Well-Preserved after Cross-Polarization
and Decoupling. A series of low-power and high-power CP
schemes were tested in order to obtain 1H−13C transfer: band-
selective double-quantum (DQ) CP,71 second-order cross-
polarization (SOCP),53 amplitude-modulated SOCP (MOD-
CP),54 and high-power CP,72,73 using either double-quantum or
zero-quantum (ZQ) Hartmann−Hahn conditions.3 The very
efficient 1H spin-lock conditions previously mentioned (ν1

1H ≈
0.21νr) was employed for SOCP and MOD-CP. The contact
time, RF field strengths, and carrier offsets were optimized for
each CP scheme and are listed in Table 1. Schemes based on the

second-order cross-polarization mechanism provide the highest
amount of signal (Figure 3). In the case of broadband schemes,
a compromise was chosen to avoid disparate intensities for
nuclei that have distinct transfer or relaxation properties. This
kind of compromise is generally pursued in the case where
all types of functional groups must be characterized with equal
importance.
We then estimated, using the pulse sequence presented in

Figure 2d, the amount of remaining 1H magnetization after one
of the following pulse elements (Figure 3): (i) a 1H spin lock, (ii)
cross-polarization, and (iii) cross-polarization followed by cw
decoupling. For all tested CP schemes, we find that a significant
amount of the initial polarization, from 42% to 24%, remains
available on protons after cross-polarization and cw decoupling,
(Figure 3, red spectra). The amount of polarization remaining
after each step can be easily predicted from spin-lock decay
(Supporting Information Figure S1b) and transfer to carbon as
discussed in Magnetization Recovery: A General Method for
Sensitivity Enhancement Compatible with Several Cross-Polar-
ization Schemes. These results indicate that proton-decoupled
CP experiments at very fast MAS are suitable candidates for
sensitivity enhancement by 1H magnetization recovery.
We then focused subsequent investigations on the SOCP to

aliphatic 13C transfer scheme, as it offers the largest percentage of
remaining magnetization and highest transfer efficiency.

Figure 2. Solid-state NMR pulse schemes for measurement of (a) 1H
spin-lock efficiency (Figure 1a), (b) 1H−13C decoupling efficiency
(Figure 1b), (c) sensitivity curve (Figure 4b) and signal enhancement
(Figure 5), and (d) 1H remainingmagnetization (Figure 3) and recovery
curve (Figure 4a). In panel c, the signal intensity is measured on 13C after
a SOCP experiment to aliphatic carbons (Cα/Cβ/Cγ) as a function of the
recycling delay. A high number of dummy scans were applied prior to
recording to ensure measurement in the steady-state regime. In panel d,
to ensure a constant initial amount of magnetization, protons are
presaturated followed by a recycling delay. To know the recovery
behavior after a CP-decoupling experiment (Figure 4a), a “mock” SOCP
experiment is executed, containing either the flip-back pulse, the flip-
down pulse, or no pulse. The amount of magnetization regained after a
given recovery delay (trec) is then measured by the “read” experiment, a
SOCP to aliphatic carbons. To know the remaining 1H magnetization
after a CP-decoupling experiment (Figure 3), a “mock” experiment is
carried and the remaining 1H magnetization is measured immediately
(without flip-back) by a second identical read experiment. Magnet-
ization transferred to 13C by themock experiment is filtered out by phase
cycling. The source code for all employed pulse programs and
composite pulse decoupling programs is available in the Supporting
Information.

Table 1. Conditions for Cross-Polarization at 65 kHz MAS
and Remaining 1H Magnetization

cross-polarization condition ν1
1H, kHz ν1

13C, kHz
contact
time, ms

residual
1H, %

band-selective conditions
SOCP to aliphatic
(Cα, Cβ, Cγ)

13.4 13.1 1.5 41.9

SOCP to carbonyl
(Cδ, C′)

13.4 13.2 6.0 37.3

DQ CP (n = 1) to
aliphatic

52.5 11.2a 1.4 28.6

DQ CP (n = 1) to
carbonyl

52.5 11.6a 1.0 28.4

broadband conditions
MOD-CP 13.4 28.0b 4.5 28.6
DQ CP (n = 2) 87.5 35.1a 1.3 36.3
ZQ CP (n = 1) 116.1 48.4a 2.8 23.4

aA 100−80% ramp of the carbon RF amplitude74 was applied for non-
SOCP-based schemes. The average (90%) 13C RF frequency is reported.
bFor MOD-CP, a cosine modulation of frequency 13.5 kHz was applied
to the carbon RF amplitude. To preserve the n = 0 matching condition
for both excitation bands, the 13C RF frequency must be doubled.54
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Enhanced Magnetization Recovery Leading to Higher
Achievable Sensitivity and Shorter Optimal Recycling
Time. We monitored the recovery of magnetization following a
proton-decoupled SOCP to aliphatic 13C experiment (Figure 4a).
Three sets of experiments were recorded: (i) reference experiments,
where no pulse were applied following decoupling; (ii) flip-back
experiments, with a 90° pulse placing 1H magnetization back
to +Iẑ; or (iii) flip-down experiments, with a 90° pulse placing 1H
down along −Iẑ. A significantly larger amount of magnetization

was recovered in the presence of the flip-back pulse compared
to the reference, for all delays up to 58 s (Student’s t test, 95%
confidence level).
In order to assess the sensitivity gains provided by the flip-back

pulse, the signal-to-noise ratio per unit square root time (S/N)t
was measured as a function of the interscan delay for the three
sets of experiments (Figure 4b). The measurement (Figure 2c) is
performed in the steady state so as to be independent of the
number of scans already performed.

Figure 3. Significant amounts of 1H magnetization remain after different steps of the CP-decoupling experiment. For series of low-power and high-
power CP conditions, different elements of the CP-decoupling experiment were executed (blue, only 1H spin lock; green, only CP; red, CP followed by
1H decoupling) in a “mock” experiment as described in Figure 2d. The remaining levels of 1H magnetization were then immediately measured (without
flip-back) by employing a second “read” experiment with identical CP conditions. The decoupling time employed in the mock experiment had a
duration of 8 ms. The RF field frequencies and contact times for each CP scheme are detailed in Table 1.

Figure 4. Recovery curve and sensitivity curve in glutamine at 65 kHz MAS following a SOCP to aliphatic carbons with low-power cw decoupling. (a)
Time course of 1H magnetization recovery recorded with the pulse scheme in Figure 2d. The amount of recovered 1H magnetization is larger if the
experiment finishes with a flip-back pulse (blue), compared to no final pulse (magenta), or a flip-down pulse (red). Magnetization amounts are
normalized to the total equilibriummagnetization as extracted from the fit. (b) Sensitivity (signal-to-noise per unit square root time)measured using the
pulse scheme in Figure 2c. The sensitivity is normalized to the maximal experimental sensitivity in the absence of flip-back pulse. Maximal sensitivity is
obtained by using the flip-back pulse (blue, 115.3 ± 0.8%, 24.5 s recycling delay), compared to the reference experiment with no recovery of 1H
magnetization (magenta, 100.0 ± 0.5%, 36.0 s recycling delay) or experiments with flip-down (red). For panels a and b, solid lines correspond to the
solution of the least-squares fit when all experimental data are fitted together with the recovery modeled as the sum of two exponential components,
model B (eqs 10 and 15).
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Compared to the reference experiments, flip-back experiments
yield a higher (S/N)t for all measured interscan delays up to
120 s; however, when the remaining 1H magnetization is placed
along −Iẑ in the flip-down experiments, the sensitivity is reduced
for all interscan delays up to 91 s (Student’s t-test, 95%
confidence level). Accordingly, the highest obtainable (S/N)t
was found to be improved from 100.0 ± 0.5% in the reference
experiment to 115.3 ± 0.8% with the flip-back pulse.
Another advantage provided by the fastened recovery is the

reduction of the recycling delay. If sensitivity is not a limiting
factor, a (S/N)t of 100% can be reached in only 8.1 s using the
flip-back pulse, compared to 36.0 s in the reference experiment.
More than four times as many transients are recorded in the
same amount of time, which is beneficial for experiments with
extended phase cycling. The shorter duration can also allow
smaller increments in the indirect dimension of multidimen-
sional experiments. The interscan duration is also shortened
in the case of sensitivity-limited experiments: the interscan
duration yielding the highest sensitivity is 36.0 s for the reference
experiment compared to 24.5 s when the flip-back pulse is
applied, representing a reduction of more than 30% in interscan
delay.

■ DISCUSSION

Magnetization Recovery: A General Method for
Sensitivity Enhancement Compatible with Several
Cross-Polarization Schemes. From the results presented in
Figure 3, it can be seen that all tested CP schemes are able to
preserve significant amounts of 1H magnetization. This is
attributed in part to the selection of efficient 1H spin-lock
conditions, either at low power (ν1

1H ≈ 0.21νr) for SOCP-
based schemes or at high power for other schemes (ν1

1H ≈
0.81νr for DQ CP n = 1, ν1

1H≈ 1.35νr for DQ CP n = 2, and ν1
1H≈

1.79νr for ZQ CP n = 1). The bulk 1H magnetization remaining
after 1H spin-lock pulse (blue spectra in Figure 3) follows eq 18,
where tSL is the spin-lock duration and T1ρ is the

1H longitudinal
relaxation time in the rotating frame.

= − ρM M t Texp( / )t( ) 0 SL 1SL (18)

Using the experimentally determined value of T1ρ ≈ 13.9 ms
determined at the ν1

1H ≈ 0.21νr condition (Supporting
Information Figure S1b) and a spin-lock duration of tSL =
1.5 ms, we calculate a remaining amount of 90% in agreement
with the experimental measure of 87%. The values of 1H T1ρ for
other 1H spin-lock frequencies can be estimated from the spin-
lock efficiency curve (Figure 1a). The calculated amounts after
spin lock have a deviation of less than 5% compared to the
measured values (Figure 3, blue spectra) except for ZQCPwhich
has approximately 20% less magnetization than calculated.
In addition to spin-lock decay, the 1H magnetization is

reduced during CP due to transfer of polarization from 1H to 13C,
which is illustrated by the difference between 1H spin lock
(Figure 3, blue spectra) and CP experiments (Figure 3, green
spectra). We observe that, for the different CP schemes, the
proportion of 1H magnetization contributing to the transfer is
roughly proportional to the number of carbons excited by the CP
scheme, this proportion increasing by 7± 2% for each additional
carbon.
Based on the characteristics of the spin lock, T1ρ ≈ 13.9 ms

during 8 ms, we calculate that 56% of the magnetization will be
preserved through the final cw decoupling. Indeed, considering
all seven CP schemes, we measured that the intensities after CP

decoupling (Figure 3, red spectra) have a ratio of 57 ± 7%
compared to CP alone (Figure 3, green spectra).
As initial polarization is preserved for all CP schemes, with

amounts ranging from 42% to 24% after CP-decoupling experi-
ments, the effect of the flip-back pulse was assessed for three
recycling delays: 0.5, 2.0, and 20 s (Figure 5). Compared to the
reference without flip-back, the flip-back provided an increase in
the total signal ranging from 24% to 50% with a 0.5 s recycling
delay, 24% to 48% with a 2.0 s recycling delay, and 14% to 21%
for a 20.0 s recycling delay.
The intensities of individual peaks are conserved between

the reference and the flip-back experiment and do not vary
significantly when changing the recycling delay. The recovery
enhancement method is thus potentially applicable for
quantitative experiments and multidimensional experiments. A
high correlation is also observed between the enhancement
factor (Figure 5) and the amount of remaining 1H magnetization
as determined in Figure 3.

Preserving Large Magnetization Amounts Is Principal
Contribution to Sensitivity Enhancement but Magne-
tization Sharing Also a Marginal Contribution at Fast
Repetition Rates. Several mechanisms can be proposed to
explain the increased sensitivity. The simplest mechanism is that
using the flip-back pulse brings the system closer to its thermal
equilibrium state, without any change in 1H T1 relaxation
rates. An alternative hypothesis states that the flip-back pulse
accelerates the apparent longitudinal relaxation rate of protons
directly contributing to heteronuclear transfer.48

In this second mechanism, contributing and noncontributing
protons act as separate magnetization pools, each with their
respective population size, their longitudinal relaxation time, T1,
and their residual polarization level prior to recovery. According
to the concept of spin temperature,75 noncontributing protons
have a higher population of spins in the low-energy state after cw
decoupling and are thus “colder”, while contributing protons are
close to saturation, thus “warmer”, and have nearly a positive infinite
temperature. A heat flow is established between the different proton
pools when a perturbation can mediate an exchange of spin order
between the magnetization pools. In the case considered, proton−
proton dipolar couplings between the two reservoirs mediate this
exchange, leading to the establishment of a quasi-equilibrium steady
state after a certain time period.76 Although discussed here in
thermodynamics terms, this exchange is a coherent process which
can be monitored via hole burning experiments.77

We investigated the presence and the extent of this mag-
netization sharing mechanism in our system using two
diagnostics: the detection of multiexponential recovery behavior
and the comparison of extracted recovery rates to the bulk
longitudinal relaxation rate measured by inversion−recovery
(Table 2 and Supporting Information Figure S1a). The multi-
exponential behavior of the recovery and sensitivity curves arises
as contributing protons benefit from both magnetization sharing
and longitudinal relaxation at short recovery delays but only
benefit from longitudinal relaxation of both pools in the limit
of very long recovery delay once a steady state has been
established.78

The experimental data were fitted considering two models
of magnetization recovery: in model A, a monoexponential
recovery behavior was assumed; in model B, the recovery
followed a sum of two exponentials. In addition to recording the
sensitivity and recovery curves with no pulse or a flip-back
following cw decoupling, we also recorded a series of experi-
ments where the remaining magnetization is flipped “down”
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along the −Iẑ axis. By forcing a higher population of spins to
occupy the high-energy (unfavorable) state, both proton pools
acquire a negative spin temperature. The noncontributing
protons have a larger population difference and are considered

“warmer” than the contributing protons which are close to
saturation. The inclusion of the flip-down series makes it easier
to detect a multiexponential behavior of the magnetization
recovery, since the flow of heat is inverted relative to the flip-back

Figure 5. Enhancement in the fast pulsing limit. The total signal intensities obtained for CP-decoupling experiments with flip-back pulse (red spectra)
are compared to reference experiments recorded without flip-back pulse (normalized to 100% total signal intensities, black spectra). The conditions
employed are the same as for the series of CP schemes presented in Figure 3 and Table 1. Significant enhancements are obtained with the recycling delay
in the fast pulsing regime (a and b) as well as in the regime providing maximal sensitivity (c).

Table 2. Extraction of Relaxation Parameters from Recovery and Sensitivity Curves

model
component
population, % relaxation time, T1

1H, s residual 1H magnetization, % Fscore
a Fcritical

b

fit of recovery curve (Figure 4a)
one exponential component (100) 30.9 ± 0.26 34.0 ± 0.25 0.64 1.50
two exponential components 81 ± 28 37 ± 27 24 ± 13 0.32 1.51

19 ± 28 16 ± 8.7 11 ± 13
fit of sensitivity curve (Figure 4b)

one exponential component (100) 28.4 ± 0.10 34.1 ± 0.16 10.33 1.48
two exponential components 98.8 ± 0.15 30.9 ± 0.24 33.9 ± 0.19 0.87 1.49

1.2 ± 0.15 1.3 ± 0.19 25 ± 4.2
simultaneous fit

one exponential component (100) 29.06 ± 0.09 34.4 ± 0.14 2.41 1.33
two exponential components 98.7 ± 0.13 31.3 ± 0.21 34.1 ± 0.16 0.58 1.33

1.3 ± 0.13 1.4 ± 0.16 0.9 ± 0.52
fit of inversion recovery ( Figure S1ac)

one exponential component 32 ± 2.2
aAn Fscore > Fcritical value indicates that the lack of fit is unlikely to be due to chance alone. bCritical F values were computed at the 99% confidence
level. cSupporting Information.
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series of experiment and magnetization sharing between proton
pools slows down the recovery of contributing protons at short
recycling delays instead of fastening it.
For the recovery curves (Figure 4a), both model A (mono-

exponential recovery) and model B (sum of two exponentials),
are compatible with the data (Fscore < Fcritiral, 99% confidence
level); however, the fit is significantly better withmodel B (F-test,
99% confidence level). For the sensitivity curves (Figure 4b), the
experimental data are only compatible when the recovery is
modeled as the sum of two exponential components (model B)
but is incompatible with a monoexponential recovery behavior
(model A).
We carried out a Monte Carlo procedure to estimate the

uncertainty of extracted parameters. This procedure reveals that
the fitting of recovery data alone is insufficient to allow the
precise determination of parameters. The fitting of data to a
sum of exponentials is indeed a well-known badly conditioned
problem, such that small variations in the data can result in large
variations of the extracted parameters.79,80 On the contrary, the
fitting of the sensitivity data alone was sufficient to extract well-
defined parameters with low standard deviation obtained in the
Monte Carlo routine.
In order to obtain a global model of the data, we carry a

simultaneous fit of recovery and sensitivity data using the two-
exponential components (model B). The resulting fit is
compatible with both sets of data and yields well-defined
parameters (Table 2, simultaneous fit). A simultaneous fit of
recovery and sensitivity data with three exponential components
could provide an improved agreement with the data; however,
the two main exponential components present the same features
as found in model B, and the extracted parameters are not well-
defined.
The fit with model B uncovers the presence of a major (98.7±

0.13%) and a minor (1.3 ± 0.13%) population component.
While the minor component follows a quick apparent relaxation
(T1 = 1.4 ± 0.16 s), the major component relaxes at a slower
rate (T1 = 31.3 ± 0.21 s). This relaxation time is statistically
compatible with the longitudinal relaxation time of bulk protons
(T1 = 32 ± 2.2 s) as measured by a standard inversion−recovery
experiment (Supporting Information Figure S1). The amount of
preserved proton magnetization for the major component is
quite large (34.1 ± 0.16%) and is sufficient alone to explain the
sensitivity enhancement and shortening of the optimal recycling
time compared to the reference experiment. Indeed, neglecting
the minor component only marginally affects the maximal
obtainable sensitivity with flip-back, which decreases to 114.3%
from 115.4%, or the expected optimal recycling time, which
increases from 24.8 to 25.9 s. However, the sensitivity obtained at
very short recycling delays is more severely affected, with a
reduction of over 14% for recycling delay of 1.0 s and below.
Recommended Settings and Implementation Strategy

for Unlabeled Compounds. Sufficiently long acquisition
times must be employed to avoid truncation of the signal of the
FID, which would lead to broadening of the NMR resonances.
This reduction in the spectral resolution is reflected at short
acquisition times by a decrease of the 13C peak heights in the
reference experiment (Figure 6, red curve). On the other hand,
the flip-back pulse provides an improvement in sensitivity for all
studied decoupling times up to 30 ms of decoupling (Figure 6,
blue curve). However, the magnitude of the enhancement
diminishes at longer decoupling times as the amount of
preserved 1H magnetization is reduced. In this study, we selected
a decoupling time of 8 ms (highlighted in Figure 6) as it provides

a high enhancement and does not lead to any significant peak
broadening of the reference spectrum. Further gains in sensitivity
can be obtained at shorter decoupling times in the special case
where resolution can be compromised, for example in the
indirect dimensions of multidimensional experiments or if peak
positions are known and well-separated.
For the optimization of parameters for the measurement of

natural abundance spectra, we recommend the following procedure:
(i) Prior to the experiment, calibrate the X channel power level

on a uniformly labeled sample with similar physical character-
istics to the sample of interest. Estimate the required acquisition
time and optimize the cross-polarization conditions. For
example, adjust the attenuation level (dB) to have a 13C RF
strength of ν1

13C ≈ 0.20νr for SOCP.
(ii) Using the natural abundance sample, determine the

bulk 1H T1 relaxation rate. The 1H T1 can be determined using
proton-detected inversion−recovery (180°−delay−90°) or
saturation-recovery experiment (saturation−delay−90°).81 To
ensure a constant initial magnetization, a recycling delay of
5T1,app

1H must be employed or a presaturation element must be
applied prior to recycling.
(iii) Calibrate the 1H channel power level and adjust the

attenuation level (dB) to have a 1H RF strength of ν1
1H ≈ 0.20νr

(e.g., 13 kHz RF at 65 kHz MAS).
(iv) Determine the 1H spin-lock decay T1ρ at that power level

and determine the remaining amount of 1H magnetization f 0.
While the optimal recycling delay without flip-back is τopt

no ≈
1.25T1,app

1H , the optimal recycling delay with flip-back pulse is
given by τopt

FB ≈ (1− f 0)(1.25T1,app
1H ) using the experimental values

of T1,app
1H and the remaining amount f 0.

■ CONCLUSION
The present study demonstrates that the preservation of 1H
magnetization during all employed pulse elements leads to
significant sensitivity gains and shortening of the recycling delay.

Figure 6. Sensitivity gains and resolution as a function of decoupling
time. A series of SOCP to aliphatic carbons CP-decoupling experiments
were recorded with flip-back (red curve) and with no pulse applied after
decoupling (black curve), with a 2 s recycle delay. For all experiments,
the 13C receiver was open for 30 ms and the duration of the 1H cw
decoupling pulse was varied from 0 to 30 ms. The signal intensities at the
central peak frequency were summed for the three aliphatic carbon peaks
(Cα/Cβ/Cγ). At short decoupling times (<8 ms), an incomplete FID is
acquired, causing broadening of the Fourier-transformed peaks and
reduction in peak height of the reference spectrum (without flip-back,
black curve). The reference experiment reaches its maximal intensity with
decoupling time≥ 8ms, indicating the absence of resolution loss due to FID
truncation. The decoupling time of 8 ms employed in the CP-decoupling
experiments of Figures 3−5 is indicated.
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The sensitivity gains do not rely on selective excitation and mag-
netization sharing, rather on careful conservation of 1H magne-
tization, preserving more than 55% of the initial polarization
amount after 8 ms of decoupling. This makes our method
additionally compatible with broadband experiments and
uniformly labeled materials, in contrast to application conducted
at low MAS (<20 kHz) and fast MAS (20−40 kHz).
Sensitivity enhancement could be obtained with a large variety

of CP schemes. The intensity of individual peaks was retained
in the enhanced spectra, enabling the use of our method to be
employed for quantitative applications. Remaining amounts for
each CP scheme could be predicted on the basis of the selected
spin-lock conditions and number of excited carbons. The
enhancement ratio provided by the flip-back is highly related
to the amount of remaining 1Hmagnetization. With the SOCP to
aliphatic CP scheme, the optimal sensitivity was increased
to 115.3% of the initial value (100%) and the optimal recycling
delay was shortened to 68% of its original duration. The sen-
sitivity enhancement is combined with the gains already provided
by the SOCP scheme, which increases the signal to 1.5 times the
amount delivered by high-power CP schemes.53 Broadband 13C
excitation can be realized by the MOD-CP scheme which also
provide a higher signal compared to high-power CP schemes.54

Using these two combinations, completely low-RF power
sensitivity-enhanced experiments can be realized.
In contrast to the fast MAS regime (20−40 kHz) where high-

power decoupling is required, low-power cw irradiation can
provide efficient heteronuclear decoupling at ultrafast MAS due
to the reversal of the averaging process64 and has been used for
the recording of the resolved spectrum of uniformly labeled
human superoxide dismutase.4 The performance of low-power
heteronuclear decoupling has been enhanced by rapid phase
modulation of the irradiation, for instance with the decoupling
sequences low-power XiX,82 low-power TPPM,83 swept low-
power TPPM,8 low-amplitude PISSARO,84 and amplitude-
modulated low-power XiX.85 Although these sequences offer
longer 13C coherence lifetimes approaching the high-RF power
extreme limit reached with microcoils,86 the time scale of their
phase modulation and pulse lengths is on the same order as the
rotor period. The rapid pulse phase transitions lead to
decoherence of the 1H magnetization, making these decoupling
sequences incompatible with magnetization recovery sensitivity
enhancement. It can be envisioned however that ultrafast MAS
decoupling schemes which can afford longer pulse durations such
as the phase-alternated XiX scheme82 or the rCW schemes87,88

can be adapted in order to preserve high amounts of 1H
magnetization after decoupling.
The sensitivity enhancement strategy can readily be extended

to more sophisticated pulse schemes and multidimensional
experiments. Indeed, several pulse sequence elements employed
at ultrafast MAS3 contain lengthy blocks of cw irradiation on
1H, for example PAR,89 PAIN,90 and MIRROR,91,92 which can
additionally serve as a low-power 1H spin lock. In this case, the
conditions of low decay described here can be employed. On the
other hand, several recoupling elements such as DREAM,93 radio
frequency driven recoupling (RFDR),94 and 13C−15N CP19,20 do
not require any 1H irradiation at ultrafast MAS such that 1H
magnetization can be stored along +Iẑ during those periods.
As an example, the RELOAD-CP experiment35 could be easily
modified to benefit from the two sensitivity enhancement
strategies, 1H recovery and 13C magnetization sharing. Similarly,
the complete set of low-power experiments for protein assignment20

and the pulse sequences used for the PACC approach19 can be
adapted for 1H magnetization recovery.
Although a multiexponential behavior is clearly detected from

the fitting of recovery and sensitivity data, 1H magnetization
sharing did not play a large role in sensitivity enhancement for the
system studied here. As the proton spin-lock condition employed
for SOCP-based experiments is close to a purely homonuclear
recoupling condition involving four coupled 1H spins,53 it is likely
that rapid proton−proton mixing already occurs in the rotating
frame during cross-polarization and decoupling. The magnet-
ization transferred to carbon in SOCP-based experiments is thus
already enhanced by the contribution of remote protons.
The processes of longitudinal proton relaxation and proton

spin diffusion are severely truncated at ultrafast spinning and
under high external magnetic fields. The fast 1H−1H mixing
occurring during decoupling explains why the magnetization
sharing mechanism did not contribute to recovery enhancement
except at very short recycling delays, since a quasi-equilibrium
state is already established during the course of decoupling. This
observation is supported by the highly similar recovery behaviors
observed for the seven different CP schemes. This knowledge
could be of high importance in the following years. It was
reported that at even fasterMAS rates (110 kHz), large variations
in 1H T1 exist between different atoms within a molecule, such
that the apparent recovery rate is accelerated by applying RFDR
during the recovery.95 The two approaches are compatible and
could be combined to overcome further sensitivity boundaries
in multidimensional experiments, by preserving bulk proton
magnetization through efficient low-power irradiation and
accelerating recovery through RF-induced proton−protonmixing.
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